Vibrotactile forward masking as a function of age.
Thresholds for the detection of a 50-ms test stimulus delivered to the thenar eminence were measured as a function of the time interval between the offset of a 500-ms masking stimulus and the onset of the test stimulus (delta t). The frequency of the masker and the test stimulus was the same during a particular testing session and was either 25 or 250 Hz. At all values of delta t, older subjects exhibited significantly more masking than did young subjects. The effects of age were greater for stimuli that primarily affect the Pacinian system (250 Hz) than those that primarily affect non-Pacinian systems (25 Hz). Psychophysical measurements of the apparent duration of tactile sensations suggest that both sensory persistence and adaptation are affected by aging. Since adaptation seemed to be the more dominant factor for stimuli with durations as long as 500 ms, it was concluded that the effects of aging on forward masking seen in our study were due mainly to increased amounts of adaptation produced by the masker.